
Imaging Facility Rules of Use & Time Use Policy 

 

The following rules apply to all users without exceptions. 

 

If you have questions, please contact  

Dr. Katrin Heinze: phone 0931 31 84214 (Head of Imaging facility) 

Mike Friedrich:  phone 0931 31-80356 (Optical Engineering, Microscopy) 

Oguzhan Angay phone 0931 31-84673 (Image Analysis) 

 

katrin.heinze@virchow.uni-wuerzburg.de 

mike.friedrich@virchow.uni-wuerzburg.de 

oguzhan.angay@virchow.uni-wuerzburg.de 

 

The services offered by the RVZ to researchers at University and Clinic of Würzburg  

include a large variety of fluorescence techniques such as Confocal laser scanning 

(Leica SP5), Two-Photon (La Vision), Light-Sheet (home-built), and Total Internal 

Reflection  Microscopy (Leica), as well as image processing and analysis. 

The facility provides assistance and training on all instrumentation. Beyond, we 

provide consultation concerning all fluorescence-related subjects, including project 

planning, staining, microscope selection and more. 

For Image Processing and Analysis three state-of-the-art computer workstations are 
available at the facility, operating most of the common commercial image 
visualization and processing software (Bitplane IMARIS) including deconvolution 
(Huygens by Scientific Volume Imaging). 

Please, contact us if you plan object tracking and tracing, quantitative imaging in 

terms of intensity, distance, area, volume analysis and co-localization.  

 

Before Booking a Microscope or Workstation 

To use any microscope or workstation in the facility, booking the instrument is strictly 

required. Before your first booking, it is essential for any (potential) user to contact 

Katrin Heinze and/or Mike Friedrich per email and briefly describe your project. 

Next, we will suggest a date for an individual meeting, laser safety lecture and 

trainings session along your needs. After you have successfully participated in all 

parts required, you can book a microscope. 

 



Booking a Microscope or Workstation 

A Google Calendar serves as a booking system where every microscope, 

workstation and imaging software is listed. The login information is handed out after 

your individual training on the microscope/workstation. Note, a user can only book for 

himself/herself.  

Please, book by your full name, phone number, and name of your group leader. If 

you are part of a CRC (SFB), add your associated project number (TP).  

Reservations more than 30 minutes late for their appointments may lose the slot. 

The instrument is then available for use by anyone. 

Booking is usually on the first-come-first-served basis. In critical situation of 

overbooking, live-cell/live animal experiments should have priority over ‘fixed 

samples, however Dr. Heinze will help negotiating between the parties. If not 

successful, the speakers of the RVZ will decide on individual priority levels. 

 

Time Use Policy 

Time between the hours of 9:00 am to 6:00 pm Monday to Friday is deemed 

"prime time" and subject to the following restrictions: 

Use of a given instrument is limited to 3 consecutive "prime time" hours per user 

per day. More consecutive hours can be added if outside prime time. 

Reservations exceeding user's daily allowance of hours are allowed only if the 

microscope is available, and can be made no earlier than 24 hours in advance. 

Note, those who fail to show or those who booked for a group member to hide time 

use violations will be warned once by email or phone. Repeated violation by the 

same person or group will result in a time-out of at least four weeks. The group 

leader will be informed.  

Reservations made in violation of this policy may be cancelled without notice. 

Please, care for your lab-mates and colleagues, particularly when finishing your slot 

early or starting late: Call the next or previous person (see calendar)!  

 

Data Policy 

The individual user is fully responsible for proper storage of his/her data. 

External hard drives are required to be virus-free.  



The imaging facility will not forward any raw-data from one research group to another 

without permission. Transfer/use of data from one user to the other is supported if 

both sides agree. 

Unauthorized data copying or/and dissemination by users is strictly forbidden. Note, 

those who fail following this rule will be excluded from our services. The group leader 

will be informed.  

 

User Fees 

For checking user fees, download the fee regulation (‘Gebührenordnung’) from the 

RVZ website http://www.rudolf-virchow-zentrum.de/forschung/central-

technologies/bildgebende-verfahren.html 

Note, the fees depend on whether the user is an internal (RVZ) user or external (non-

RVZ) user. Please, make sure to download the fee regulation (‘Gebührenordnung’) 

that applies to your situation. 

Please, ask your group leader or contact Katrin Heinze if you have questions. Thanks 

to everyone who helps to keep the microscopes/workstations in a good shape! 

 

Publication Policy: Statement in the acknowledgements 

When submitting a manuscript, any material/data generated in the imaging facility 

requires a statement in the acknowledgements such as: 

‘We thank the imaging facility of the RVZ, particularly [name] for support in 

fluorescence imaging [data analysis] [image processing]. 

See you around, 

 

 

Katrin Heinze & Team 

http://www.rudolf-virchow-zentrum.de/forschung/central-technologies/bildgebende-verfahren.html
http://www.rudolf-virchow-zentrum.de/forschung/central-technologies/bildgebende-verfahren.html

